Pimped out ford flex

No, we're not kidding â€” no April Fool's Joke here â€” we think. The ride will be built on the
existing short wheelbase, Limited model, features a 3d Carbon body kit and custom interior.
And if it isn't obvious, the Ford press release clearly tells us "step one is a custom paint job.
Full press release after the jump. In launching the Funkmaster Flex Edition, Ford is positioning
itself for continued growth in the vehicle personalization marketplace with an expressive SUV
that doesn't lose any of its Expedition authenticity, but highlights its style and presence. It was
poppin'! He knows what customers want and he can really deliver. Modifications to the
Expedition are as diverse as the needs of buyers - from adding additional off-road capability, to
custom cargo storage, to adding touches for increased urban street appeal. Funkmaster Flex, a
major influence in hip hop culture, has developed a young fan base of urban automotive
enthusiasts who take pride in their personal style. Their vehicle often defines their lifestyle.
Ford wants to reach these buyers with this new customized Expedition. Last year, Ford opened
its Dearborn design studio doors to Funkmaster Flex to look at how to customize the new
Expedition. Flex went to work with Ford designers to create an expressive concept that
delivered the Expedition's SUV authenticity with a unique urban style and presence. The
limited-edition run of Expedition Funkmaster Flex Edition, based of the existing short
wheelbase, Limited model, will arrive at dealerships in the fall of Here, he shares some these
thoughts and describes the new Expedition Funkmaster Felx Edition. Step one is a custom paint
job. You want to make a statement at a stop light with no overkill! Two-tone paint works best,"
says Flex. The two-tone goes up and over the A-pillar into the power dome hood so that they
don't distract from the most expressive part of the new Expedition, its front grille. The kit on the
Expedition features an expressive custom front fascia with integrated fog lamps, side skirts,
rear fascia and trailer hitch cover. The traditional roof rack has been removed. Exterior personal
touches are a must. Get guidance from experts with these additions. Trust their advice. Chrome
accents and custom badges can really define a vehicle," says Flex. A matching Colorado Red
center console bezel, shifter and switch bezels highlight the cabin. The seats feature appointed
quad captain black leather skins with red-stitching and FMF red logo headrests. A red-stitch
steering wheel and armrest center console accent the seats. FMF floormats rounds out the
package. As an added touch, each Expedition will feature an exclusive numbered dash plaque
signed by Funkmaster Flex. Make sure the vehicle has all the options and a strong sound
system. Based on the Expedition Limited, the Expedition Funkmaster Flex Edition is available
with the same interior standard and optional features. They include a standard Watt Audiophile
Sound System, MP3 player audio input jack, Powerfold third-row seat, heat and cooled front
seats and optional navigation system, power liftgate, air suspension and rear-seat DVD
entertainment system. For over a decade, he has reigned as America's 1 Hip Hop personality,
reaching more than two million listeners a week through his popular radio show. His production
talents and artist relationships have earned him five gold records for major-label mix albums.
Funkmaster Flex has successfully connected his hip hop celebrity status to the auto industry to
become a guru of car customization culture. Now in its sixth year, his nine-city "Custom Car
and Bike Show" keeps him constantly connected with the latest trends and styles happening in
the automotive industry. He is currently focused on reinventing Ford's American car
customization culture for an all-new urban enthusiast. To date, he has customized over 15
vehicles for Ford. His customized Ford Fusion and F were featured attractions on his car show
tour. Most recently, he made a cameo appearance in Ford's latest Fusion television and Edge
radio commercials. Let's everyone re-read this passage. Can anyone else name another mass
produced car from an African American hip-hop artist? As far as this truck selling, it might do
surprisingly good. Lots of guys still buying big SUV's and pretending to be rap stars. Would
have done really well about 4 years ago, though. The A. Ray Wert. Share This Story. Get our
newsletter Subscribe. Maybe Flex isn't such a bad name after all. Had Ford 's big, boxy
crossover hit the market under its internal code-name Hamptons or the name worn by the
concept version at the Detroit show Fairlane , it would've come equipped with all manner of
notional baggage as to what it should or shouldn't be. As the Flex, it's a cipher, a blank canvas:
You can project whatever style or functionality you want onto its coolly restrained yet highly
architectural form. So when Ford offered us the chance to create a unique Flex of our own, we
jumped at it. The topline vision for the Motor Trend Flex was "ground-based private jet,"
providing luxurious transport for two. The exterior would be subtle and elegantly understated;
the interior as rich and luxurious as a Gulfstream V. We would've liked a horse EcoBoost V-6
under the hood to give our Flex jetlike lift away from the lights, but the Ford folks politely
declined to hand one over, not wishing to steal any thunder from the engine's debut in the
Lincoln MKS later this year. The car was driven straight across the lot at Galpin Ford and
straight into the workshop of Galpin Auto Sports, the on-site custom shop created by livewire
Galpin V. Beau Boeckmann. Galpin and Motor Trend go way back: Located in what was the

heart of the booming postwar hot-rod and custom-car scene, Van Nuys-based Galpin, still the
world's highest-volume Ford dealer, began selling mildly customized cars in the s. The very first
"Galpinized" car, a Ford with a Lincoln front end and Mercury bumpers, appeared on the cover
of the June issue of Motor Trend. Later, Galpin did land-office business installing aftermarket
sunroofs, kick-started the custom-van craze, and began fitting out 4x4 vehicles with everything
from winches and wheels to lights and rollbars. Boeckmann, whose father Bert started at Galpin
as a salesman and ended up owning the business in , was merely channeling a long tradition
when he hosted the fourth season of MTV's "Pimp My Ride" from the Galpin Auto Sports shop.
First order of business was to completely strip the interior: seats, door panels, roof lining,
carpets, consoles, the lot. Then we started measuring. Key to the interior concept was the
replacement of the rear two rows with a single pair of reclining seats. Getting the seats to fit in
the right place meant cutting the floor where it extended up and over the rear suspension
assembly, and lowering it almost two inches. The other key thought was separating the
"passenger cabin" from the "cockpit," visually and functionally. Our initial idea was to build a
half-height partition between the B-pillars, like something from a dual-cowl phaeton, to enable
the passengers to see through the windscreen, and trim the front part of the cabin in completely
different materials to those used in the rear. Once we had decided on a full partition, the rest of
the interior concept pretty much fell into place. The "cockpit" was to be left pretty much stock
Ford black. The standard woodgrain trim pieces on the dash, doors, and across the top of the
steering wheel were removed and repainted high-gloss piano black. The front passenger seat
was removed to allow fitment of a large refrigerator, and the construction of a luggage load
space. In addition to the down the road camera, a second camera aimed at the driver was
installed to allow communication from the rear compartment. A rearview mirror with integral
video screen from the F was fitted to allow the driver pilot? On the other side of the partition,
which also would house a hidden Sony PlayStation 3 gaming unit, wireless Internet and phone
processor, DVD player, and the head unit for the custom JL Audio sound system in addition to
the massive 40" Sony LCD monitor all wired together by Mike "Mad Mike" Martin , a new floor
was constructed featuring a pair of motorized footrests that scissored into place at the touch of
a button. New interior quarter panels were also built. The whole lot-even the roof lining-was then
trimmed in a combination of birch, tan, and chocolate-brown leather by Galpin Auto Sports'
interior guru Casmann. We wanted to keep the Flex's exterior pretty much stock, not just
because it would enhance the shock value of opening up the doors to reveal the radically
reworked interior, but also because Peter Horbury's design team has done a wonderful job of
imbuing a highly functional vehicle with an unconventional elegance. However, the
sophisticated look of the brushed aluminum panel across the rear end of the Flex drove a key
decision: All the exterior chrome pieces-grille, exterior mirror skullcaps, door handles, foglight
nacelles, even the trim bead under the windows-would be treated to match. The finishing
touches would be ultra-dark limo tint on the rear windows, a set of Claus Ettensberger
Signature Edition c inch wheels fitted with Pirelli tires and Blue Oval badges redone in black.
The Motor Trend Flex made its debut at the SEMA Show as one of 16 custom Flexes on display,
after an amazing last-minute surge by the Galpin crew just 21 hours before the car was due to
ship the interior still looked like an explosion in a computer factory. It will be put to use working
a few red carpet events in Los Angeles and will make appearances at selected Motor Trend auto
shows and other events around the country in Our car's interior is deliberately over the top,
although the idea of pitching a Flex with a slightly reworked cabin as a Town Car replacement
for livery duty in New York and other cities makes a lot of sense to us, especially as the grizzled,
wheezy old Lincoln sedan is finally due to be put out to pasture in We think our exterior
treatment has a lot more potential, however. So do the guys at Galpin Auto Sports: They're
seriously considering offering the brushed-aluminum look as one of their custom options for
the Flex. Who knows, maybe even Ford might pick up the idea. For a Black Label edition Flex,
perhaps? Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. It's
time for the Family Truckster to make a comeback. Jalopnik readers know ten new cars that
deserve the dignity of wood paneling. A big box filled with surprises. Nicely disguised in the
sheep's clothing of a pickup, electric vehicle, or wagon, check out our top ten favorite sleeper
cars. Some cars should be hits, but are misses. These six good vehicles just 'get no respect. I
must get this question about once a week. Seriously, what is wrong with you people? You know
you need a minivan. You know the minivan is the best family hauling car for the money. Seven
passengers have neve
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r moved so quickly. We take the Ford Flex Limited for a winter test drive. Do all-wheel drive and
horsepower bring this grocery-getter to life? Watch and see. Loved in California but ignored
almost everywhere else, the flat-roofed crossover faces an uncertain future. The Flex is rated
highly by Consumer Reports. The Flex makes Ford money. The Flex offers a lot of functionality.
Why doesn't the Flex sell really well? Polarizing looks aside, the Ford Flex holds its own as a
roomy and powerful minivan alternative. This page is not on the map. Check your GPS to get
back on the road. For those drivers whose fragile little feelings simply won't put up with the
implications of practicality, the folks at Edmunds offer 10 vehicles that put up Some cars are
meant to go look fast and go fast, while others are meant to look mundane while going fast.
Find out the best sleeper cars available today. Ford Flex. Trailer Diy Vintage Jeep. My Dream
Car. R Vinyl. Ford Ford. Ford Sync Suv Reviews. Web Box.

